NurseryCities:
Urban Diversity,Process Innovation,and the
Life Cycle of Products
By GILLESDURANTONAND DIEGO PUGA*
This paper develops microfoundationsfor the role that diversified cities play in
fostering innovation.A simple model of process innovationis proposed, wherefirms
learn about their ideal productionprocess by makingprototypes. We build around
this a dynamic general-equilibrium model, and derive conditions under which
diversifiedand specialized cities coexist. New products are developed in diversified
cities, trying processes borrowedfrom different activities. On finding their ideal
process, firms switch to mass production and relocate to specialized cities where
productioncosts are lower. Wefind strong evidence of thispattern in establishment
relocations across French employmentareas 1993-1996. (JEL R30, 031, D83)
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ditionalingredients.2We startfrom the assumption that a young firm needs to experiment to
realize its full potential-the entrepreneurmay
have a project,but may not know all the details
of the productto be made, what componentsto
use, or what kind of workers to hire. Of the
many possible ways to implement this project,
one is better than all others, and this ideal production process differs across firms. A firm can
try to find its ideal productionprocess by making a prototype with any one of the types of
processes alreadyused locally. If this process is
not the right one, the firm can try different
alternatives.Once a firm identifies its ideal process, which happensafter using this process for
a prototypeor after exhausting all other possibilities, it can begin mass production of its
product.The combinationof this learning process that draws from local types of production
processes with costly firm relocation creates
dynamic advantages to urban diversity.
Firm turnoveris introducedby having some
firms randomly close down each period. Optimal investment then ensures they are replaced
by new firms producingnew products.In addition, migration makes workers in all cities
equally well off. Finally, new cities can be
created by competitive developers.
We solve this model, and derive a set of
necessary and sufficientconditionsfor a configurationin which diversifiedand specialized cities coexist to be a steady state. We then show
that the same conditions guarantee that this
steady state is stable and unique. When diversified and specialized cities coexist, it is because
each firm finds it in its best interestto locate in
a diversified city while searching for its ideal
process, and later to relocate to a specialized
city where all firms are using the same type of
process. Location in a diversified city during a
firm's learning stage can be seen as an investment. It is costly because all firms impose con2
A significantliteratureaddressesfirms' learning about
theirtechnology (see, in particular,Boyan Jovanovic [1982]
and Jovanovicand GlennM. MacDonald[1994]). However,
previous modeling approachescannot be easily embedded
in a general-equilibriummodel of a system of cities. Furthermore,they focus on firms learningin isolation or, in the
strategic learningliterature,on interactionsbased on imitations. The focus of this paper is instead on how the urban
environmentaffects learning,and how firmscan best choose
their environment.
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gestion costs on each other,but only those using
the same type of process create cost-reducing
localization economies. This results in comparatively higher production costs in diversified
cities. However, bearing these higher costs can
be worthwhilefor firms in search of their ideal
process because they expect to have to try a
variety of processes before finding their ideal
one, and a diversifiedcity allows them to do so
without costly relocation after each trial. In this
sense, diversified cities act as a "nursery"for
firms. Once a firm finds its ideal production
process, it no longer benefits from being in a
diverse environment.At this stage, if relocation
is not too costly, the firm avoids the congestion
imposed by the presenceof firmsusing different
types of processes by relocatingto a city where
all other firms share its specialization.
In contrastwith the lack of theoreticalwork,
there is a wealth of empiricalwork that studies
the relative advantages of urban diversity and
specialization. Our theoretical framework is
consistent with the established empirical findings. For example, detailedmicro evidence supports the benefits of diversity for innovation
exhibited by our model. The work of Bennett
Harrison et al. (1996) and Kelley and Susan
Helper (1999) is of particular interest. They
study the adoptionof new productionprocesses
by individual establishments in the United
States belonging to three-digitmachine-making
industries(rangingfrom heating equipmentand
plumbing fixtures to guided missiles and aircraft). They show that a diversity of local employment contributes significantly towards the
adoption of new production processes, while
narrow specialization hinders it. Similarly,
MaryannP. Feldman and David B. Audretsch
(1999) find that local diversity has a strong
positive effect, and narrowspecializationa negative one, on the development of new products
reportedby tradejournals in the United States.
While providing microfoundations for the
link between local diversity and innovation,our
model also stresses the advantagesof an urban
system in which diversified and specialized cities coexist. This coexistence is a pervasive fact
(see Henderson [1988] for evidence for Brazil,
India, and the United States; Duncan Black and
Henderson [1998] and Duranton and Puga
[2000a] for additional U.S. evidence; Frederic
Laine and Carole Rieu [1999] for evidence for
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France). The patternsof specialization and diversity are too markedto be randomoutcomes
(Glenn Ellison and Edward L. Glaeser, 1997),
and do not merely reflect comparative advantage (Ellison and Glaeser, 1999). Instead, such
patternsappearto be to a large extent the result
of economic interactions taking place both
within and across sectors (Henderson, 1997a).
To assess the relative advantagesof diversity
and specialization, Glaeser et al. (1992) examine the evolution of urbanemploymentpatterns
in U.S. cities. They find that diversity fosters
urbanemploymentgrowth.Pursuingthis line of
research, Henderson et al. (1995) show that,
while urban diversity is indeed importantfor
attractingnew and innovative activities, a history of similar past specialization appears to
matter more for retaining mature activities.
Pierre-PhilippeCombes (2000) finds similarresults for France. Henderson(1999) takes a different approach,and looks at the evolution of
productivityin manufacturingplants from hightech and machinery industries in the United
States. He finds that same-sector specialization
tends to have a positive effect on productivity.
However, when he looks at employment
changes, he finds once again that diversity is
importantto attractinnovative activities. All of
this is consistent with the predictions of our
model, where firms learn about productionprocesses that will boost their productivityin diversified cities, but then relocate to specialized
cities to exploit such processes.
Cities have been shown to be very stable in
terms both of their relative sizes (Jonathan
Eaton and Zvi Eckstein, 1997; Black and Henderson, 1998), and of their sectoralcomposition
(Sukkoo Kim, 1995; Guy Dumais et al., 1997;
Henderson, 1997b, 1999). This stability is in
contrastwith a high rate of establishmentturnover. Dumais et al. (1997) calculate that nearly
three-fourthsof U.S. plants existing in 1972
were closed by 1992, and that more than onehalf of all U.S. manufacturingemployees in
1992 workedin plantsthatdid not exist in 1972.
They also show that the opening of new plants
tends to reduce the degree of agglomerationof
particularsectors, suggesting that new plants
are createdin locations with below-averagespecialization in the corresponding sector. In
France, according to the InstitutNational de la
Statistiqueet des Etudes Economiques(INSEE,
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1998) new establishmentsare also overwhelmingly located in more diversified areas. These
patternsare entirely consistent with our model.
The model also assigns a central role to establishmentrelocations, and has a strong prediction for these: a tendency for productionto
relocate over the life cycle from diversified to
specialized cities. A novel data set trackingestablishmentrelocations across Franceallows us
to directly validate this prediction.
This data set on establishment relocations
was extracted from the Systeme Informatique
pour le Repertoiredes ENtrepriseset de leurs
Etablissements (SIRENE) database of the
INSEE. It contains the geographicalorigin and
destinationand the sectoral classificationof every single establishment relocation that took
place in France between 1993 and 1996 (see
Laine, 1998, for a detailed description). Only
complete relocations are included in the data
(that is to say, episodes in which the complete
closure of an establishmentis followed by the
opening in a different location of an establishment owned by the same firm and performing
the same full range of activities).
The geographical origin and destination of
relocating establishments is identified at the
level of employment areas (zones d'emplois).
ContinentalFranceis fully covered by 341 employment areas, whose boundaries are defined
on the basis of daily commutingpatternsaround
urban centers. Relocating establishments are
classified by sector accordingto level 36 of the
Nomenclature d'Activites Frangaise (NAF)
classification of the INSEE. The 18 sectors we
study cover all of manufacturingand business
services, with the exception of postal services.
To characterize French employment areas in
terms of diversity and specialization, we use
sectoral employmentdata for each employment
area from the Enquete sur la Structuredes Emplois (ESE) of the INSEE for December 1993.
We measure the specialization of employment
area i in sectorj by the shareof the corresponding NAF36 sector in local manufacturingand
business-service employment, s~j.We measure
the diversity of employment area i by the inverse of a Herfindahlindex of sectoral concen1
tration of local employment, 1/
i)2
calculated in this case at a higher level of sectoral disaggregationgiven by the NAF85 classification.In orderto identify employmentareas
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TABLE 1-ESTABLISHMENTRELOCATIONS
ACROSSFRENCHEMPLOYMENT
AREAS 1993-1996
Percentage of
relocations from
diversified to
specialized areasa

Relocations
as a
percentage of
the stockb

Geographic
concentrationc

R&D
Pharmaceuticalsand cosmetics
IT and consultancyservices
Business services
Printingand publishing
Aerospace, rail and naval equipment
Electrical and electronic equipment
Motor vehicles
Electrical and electronic components
Textiles
Chemical, rubberand plastic products
Metal productsand machinery
Clothing and leather
Food and beverages
Furnitureand fixtures
Wood, lumber,pulp and paper
Primarymetals
Nonmetallic mineralproducts

93.0
88.3
82.1
75.8
73.3
71.6
69.1
62.5
60.9
46.4
38.3
37.6
36.3
34.6
32.6
30.6
30.0
27.3

8.1
6.4
7.3
5.0
5.4
3.3
4.2
2.7
5.9
2.5
3.9
3.2
3.4
0.8
2.7
1.7
2.5
2.0

0.023
0.020
0.030
0.015
0.026
0.026
0.011
0.020
0.007
0.024
0.009
0.005
0.013
0.007
0.008
0.009
0.009
0.012

Aggregate

72.0

4.7

Source: Authors' calculationsbased on data from SIRENE and ESE.
a Percentageof all establishmentsrelocatingacross employmentareasthatmove from an areawith above-mediandiversity
to an area with above-medianspecialization.
b
Establishmentrelocations across employment areas as a percentageof the average numberof establishments.
c Ellison and Glaeser (1997) geographic concentrationindex.

which are particularlyspecialized in a given
sector or particularlydiversified, we normalize
both measures by their median value for all
employment areas.3
Table 1 presents the evidence. Looking first
at the aggregate figures in the bottom row, we
see that complete establishment relocations
across French employment areas represented
4.7 percentof the averagestock over this period
(29,358 relocations from an average stock of
624,772 establishments).Strikingly, 72 percent
of these relocations followed the pattern predicted by our model: they were from an area
with above-median diversity to an area with

3By these measures, Lyon and Nantes are among
France's most diversified areas, Chateaudun has the
median diversity, while Lavelanet is both the least
diversified and one of the most specialized areas
(in textiles, which in 1993 accounted for 84 percent of local manufacturing and business-service
employment).

above-medianspecializationin the corresponding sector.4
Based on our model, more innovative and
agglomerated sectors are likely to benefit the
most from the advantages that diversity and
specialization offer at different stages of the
product cycle. As a result, we would expect
establishmentsin more innovative and agglomerated activities to have a greater tendency to
relocate from particularlydiversified to particularly specialized areas. More traditionalsectors, by contrast,will tend to experience fewer

4 The relocationof productionover a product'slife cycle
does not always requireestablishmentrelocations.Masahisa
Fujita and Ryoichi Ishii (1998) show that the major Japanese electronic firms produce prototypesin trial plants that
are located in metropolitanareas which are known to be
particularly diversified. At the same time, their massproductionplants are almost always located in more specialized cities. Thus, our findings on establishmentrelocation patternsmay just reflect the tip of the iceberg in the
relocation of productionover the life cycle.
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relocationsand not necessarilywith this nursery
pattern. That is precisely what comes out of
Table 1 when we split relocations by sector.
R&D, pharmaceuticalsand cosmetics, IT and
consultancy services, and business services are
innovative sectors where, as reflected in the
geographic concentrationindices on the rightmost column, firmsfind it particularlybeneficial
to co-locate with firmsin the same sector. These
sectors have specially high relocation rates of
between 5 and 8.1 percent. And between 75.8
and 93 percentof relocationsin these sectors are
from an area with above-mediandiversity to an
area with above-median specialization. On the
other hand, food and beverages, furnitureand
fixtures,wood, lumber,pulp and paper,primary
metals, and nonmetallic mineral products are
more traditionalsectors which are not particularly agglomerated.These sectors have relocation rates of only between 0.8 and 2.7 percent,
and less than 35 percentof those relocationsare
from an area with above-mediandiversity to an
area with above-medianspecialization.Thus, in
providing microfoundations for the role that
diversified cities play in fostering innovation,
our model helps us understandestablished stylized facts about urban systems, as well as previously unexplored features of firms' location
and relocation patterns.
The remainderof the paper is structuredas
follows. We startby setting up the model (Section I) and deriving a number of basic results
(Section II). These serve as the basis to derive a
set of necessaiy and sufficient conditions for a
configurationin which diversified and specialized cities coexist to be a steady state (Section
III). We then show that the same conditions
guarantee that this steady state is stable and
unique (Section IV). We finish with some concluding remarks(Section V).
I. The Model
There areN cities in the economy, whereN is
endogenous,5 and a continuum L of infinitely
lived workers, each of which has one of m
possible discrete aptitudes.There are equal pro5N is assumed to be a continuous variable, but for
simplicity we shall refer to it loosely as the "number"of
cities. Similarly, we shall talk about the numberand not the
mass of firms even though there is a continuumof them.
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portions of workers with each aptitude in the
economy, but their distributionacross cities is
endogenously determined through migration.
Let us index cities by subscript i and worker
aptitudesby superscriptj so that -i denotes the
supply of labor with aptitudej in city i. Time is
discrete and indexed by t (but to make notation
less cumbersome, we only index variables by
time when adding over different time periods).
A. Technology
Setting up a firm involves a one-off start-up
cost, which enables the firmto startmakingtrial
products, referred to as prototypes. Perfectly
competitive and frictionless capital markets
provide firmswith financefor their start-upcost
and remunerateworkers' savings. A firm may
eventually engage in mass production, with
lower productioncosts, but this involves using a
certain "ideal" production process. This ideal
process is firm specific and randomly drawn
from a set of m possible discreteprocesses, with
equal probabilityfor each. Each of the m possible processes for each firm requires processspecific intermediateinputs from a local sector
employing workersof a specific aptitude.Thus,
throughintermediateproduction,there is a oneto-one mapping between each firm's possible
production processes and workers' aptitudes.
We say that two productionprocesses for different firms are of the same type if they require
intermediatesproducedusing workers with the
same aptitude.
A newly createdfirm does not know its ideal
productionprocess, but it can find this by trying,
one at a time, differentprocesses in the production of prototypes.After producinga prototype
with a certainprocess, the firm knows whether
this process is its ideal one or not. Thus, in order
to switch from prototype to mass productiona
firmneeds to have produceda prototypewith its
ideal process first, or to have tried all of its m
possible processes except one. Furthermore,we
allow for the possibility that a firm decides to
stop searchingbefore learningits ideal process.
Firms have an exogenous probability 6 of
closing down each period (we can think of this
as being due to the death of a shadow entrepreneur). Firms also lose a period of production
whenever they relocate from one city to another.Thus, the cost of firmrelocationincreases
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with the exogenous probability of closure b.
This is because a higher value of 8 makes
firms discount future profits more relative to
the profits forgone in the period lost in
relocation.
The intermediates specific to each type of
process are produced by a monopolistically
competitive intermediatesector 'ala Wilfred J.
Ethier (1982). As in Fujita (1988) and AbdelRahmanand Fujita (1990), each such intermediate sector hires workersof aptitudej and sells
process-specific nontradableintermediate services to final-goodfirmsusing a process of type
j. These differentiatedservices enter the production function of final-good producers with
the same constant elasticity of substitution
E+ I

. Appendix A provides the equationsde-

where 0 < p < 1. Thus the cost function for a
firm engaged in mass productionis
(3)

Ci-(h) = pQ1jx1j(h),

where xli(h) denotes the output of massproducedgood h, made with a process of typej,
in city i.

With respectto the intemal structureof cities,
there are congestion costs in each city incurred
in labor time and parameterizedby T (>O).
Labor supply, lii, and population,LJi,with aptitude j in city i are related by the following
expression:

(4)

l =Lj1-TX

scribingthis set up and shows thattechnology in
prototypescan be summarizedby the following
cost function:

(1)
(2)

C2(h) = QJXJ(h),
where Q';= (lj)-8wj,

6 >

0.

We distinguish variables corresponding to
prototypes from those correspondingto massproduced goods by an accent in the form of a
question mark, ? (firms that can only produce
prototypesare still wondering about their ideal
productionprocess). Indexing the differentiated
varieties of goods by h, we denote output of
prototypeh made with a process of typej in city
i by kic(h).Q'iis the unit cost for firms producing prototypesusing a process of type j in city
i, and wJ is the wage per unit of labor for the
correspondingworkers. Note that QJidecreases
as li increases:there are localization economies
that reduce unit costs when there is a larger
supply of labor with the relevantaptitudein the
same city (which also implies more firms using
the same type of process in the same city). This
is because the largerthe supply of laborwith the
same aptitudein a city, the larger the range of
intermediatevarieties producedin equilibrium;
this in turnreducesindividualfirmcosts according to (2).
When a firm finds its ideal productionprocess, it can engage in mass production at a
fraction p of the cost of producinga prototype,
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L).
j=

/

This correspondsto a situationin which workers live spreadalong linearcities in land plots of
unit length, work at the city center, have one
unit of labor time, and lose in commuting a
fractionof their labor time equal to 2T times the
distancetraveled.The expected wage income of
a workerwith aptitudej in city i is then (1 - T
Ej"-1 LJi)wj,where the higherland rentspaid by
those living closer to the city center are offset
by lower commutingcosts (see Fujita[1989] for
details and several generalizations).
B. Preferences
Turning to consumers, we assume that they
have a zero rate of time preference.6Each period consumers allocate a fraction A of their
expenditureto prototypesand a fraction 1 -,
to mass-producedgoods. We can interpretthis

6Note that there is no form of accumulation in this
model. All of consumers' savings are invested in financing
firms' start-up costs. In order to provide a nonnegative
return on investment, each firms' expected profit stream
must be sufficientto recover its start-upcost. This limits the
numberof new firms,andhence investment,at every period.
Given that when calculatinga firm's expected profitstream,
single-period profits are already discounted by the probability that the firmcloses down in any period, S, introducing
an additionaldiscount rate throughintertemporalconsumer
preferenceswould only obscure expressions without changing the natureof our results.
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assumptionas therebeing some fractionof populationthatprefersto buy the most novel goods,
and another fraction that prefers to consume
more established products. This separationbetween the prototype and mass-productionmarkets greatly helps us to obtain closed-form
solutions.7The instantaneousindirect utility of
a consumer in city i is
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process in any city. These price indices are
equal in all cities because all final goods,
whetherprototypesor mass produced,are freely
tradableacross cities. All prototypesenter consumer preferences with the same elasticity of
substitution or (>2), and so do all massproducedgoods.8
C. Income and Migration

(5)

Vi = P-P-('

- )ej

Nationalincome, Y, is the sum of expenditure
and investment:

where ei denotes individual expenditure,
(8)

(6) P =(pJ(h)]1dh

di

i

Y=

E

LJeJdi + PP'

-Fn.

j=1

LJ denotes population with aptitudej in city i.

(7) P =

[Jpj(h)]1-O_dh dil

are the appropriateprice indices of prototypes
and mass-produced goods respectively, and
j J(h) andp J(h) denote the prices of individual
varieties of prototypes and mass-produced
goods respectively. Double integrationover h
and i and summationoverj include in the price
indices all varieties produced with any type of

7Nevertheless, if we were instead to make prototypes
and mass-producedgoods indistinguishablefrom the point
of view of consumers, our results would be substantively
unaffected.There would still be a tension between diversity,
which reduces the cost of searching for the ideal process,
and specialization, which reduces production costs. The
only noteworthydifference is that, with no separatemarket
for prototypes,a firm would always switch to mass production as soon as it found its ideal process. Specifically, in
terms of our main result in Proposition 1, we would still
need to impose conditions analogous to 1, 3, 4, and
5-which under this alternativespecification we could no
longer write down explicitly. We just would not need a
condition analogous to 2-which reduces to p < 1, and is
thus trivially satisfied.At the same time, it is not difficult to
think of examples where the segmentationbetween prototypes and mass-producedgoods is quite relevant. For instance, it is common practicefor Japaneseelectronics firms
to sell prototypes of their goods to consumers before producing them at mass scale; in doing this they target a
specific group of consumers through distinct distribution
channels. Similarly, some of Microsoft's customers are
willing to purchasea f-version of its latest operatingsystem
for US$60, whereasothers are more thanhappy to wait until
the first service pack is released.

Investment,P AP'- I'Fno,comes from the aggregation of the start-upcosts incurredby newly
createdfirms (this start-upcost is incurredonly
once, when the firmis firstcreated).To come up
with a new product,but not with the ideal way
to produce it, firms must spend F on market
research, purchasing the same combination of
goods bought by the representativeconsumer
(hence the presence of the pnrceindices in this
expression).Finally, nodenotes the total number
of new firms.
To keep matters simple, we make assumptions about migrationto ensure that we have at
most the following two kinds of cities.
Definition 1 [SpecializedCity]: A city is said to
be (fully) specialized if all its workershave the
same aptitude, so that all local firms use the
same type of productionprocess.
Definition2 [DiversifiedCity]: A city is said to
be (fully) diversified if it has the same proportion of workerswith each of the m aptitudes,so
that there are equal proportionsof firms using
each of the m types of productionprocess.
To this effect, we assume that workersknow
the population in each city, but they have im8
The restrictionu-> 2 is requiredfor a finite equilibrium
number of firms. If o- < 2, an increase in the number of

firms reduces the start-up cost P "P1- "F so much as to
make furtherfirm entry ever more profitable.
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perfect information about the distribution of
each city's workforce across aptitudes. Specifically they only know which, if any, is each
city's "dominant"specialization,where a city is
said to have a dominant specialization if the
largest group of local workers with the same
aptitudeis above some large enough threshold.
Further,workers form their expectations about
income in each city as if cities with a dominant
specialization were fully specialized, and as if
cities with no dominant specialization were
fully diversified.With all workersforming their
expectationsin this way, their expectationsturn
out to be rational.A city with a dominantspecialization attractsonly workers with the dominant aptitude, and so in steady state is fully
specialized.A city with no dominantspecialization seems equally attractivefor workers of all
aptitudes,and so in steady state is fully diversified. We furtherassume that each worker can
migrate only every once in a while.9 This reflects that considerations such as marriage,
childbearing,or divorce greatly affect people's
ability to migrate at certainperiods (Michael J.
Greenwood, 1997). It also precludes situations
in which all workers can relocate simultaneously where therewould be nothingby which
to identify a city (so that we remain consistent
with cities being stable in their size and sectoral
composition).As a result of this migrationpossibility all workers are equally well off in
equilibrium.
D. City Formation
Each potential site for a city is controlledby
a different land development company or land
developer, not all of which will be active in
equilibrium.Developers have the ability to tax
local land rents and to make transfersto local
workers. When active, each land developer
commits to a contractwith any potentialworker
in its city that specifies the size of the city,
whether it has a dominant sector and if so
which, and any transfers.10It designs its con9This includes migrations within each city, so as to
avoid issues relatedto endogenous neighborhoodformation
which are not the focus of this paper.
10See Henderson and Randy Becker (2000) for a discussion of various instrumentsthat allow developers and
communities to control a city's size and composition.
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tract so as to maximize its profit, that is total
local land rent net of any transfers, subject to
workers' participationconstraint.There is free
entry and perfect competition amongst land developers. This mechanism for city creation is
supported by the overwhelming evidence regardingthe role of "large"privateagents in city
formation in the United States (Joel GalTeau,
1991; Henderson and Arindam Mitra, 1996;
Hendersonand Jacques-FrangoisThisse, 2001).
At the same time, even in the absence of land
developers, municipal governments with taxraising powers can play an equivalent role.11
Our main results can be derived both with and
without land developers-we discuss in Section
IV the few changes resulting from eliminating
them.
E. EquilibriumDefinition

Finally, a steady-state equilibrium in this
model is a configuration such that all of the
following are true.Each developer offers a contract designed so as to maximize its profits.
Each consumer/workerallocates her income between consumption and savings, allocates her
expenditureacross goods, and takes her migration decisions so as to maximize expected utility. Each firm chooses a location/production
strategy and prices so as to maximize its expected lifetime profits. All profit opportunities
are exploited, and the urbanstructureis constant
over time (where by urban structurewe mean
the number of new firms, n', the numbers of
prototype producers, nJ, the numbers of mass
producers,n J, and populations,Li).
II. EquilibriumCity Sizes
We start by deriving a number of static results that will form the basis for the next section, which deals with the intertemporal
dimension of our model. We first derive equilibriumoutputper workerand use this to obtain
optimal city sizes. We then show that the activities of perfectly competitive land developers

" See Fujita (1989) and Becker and Henderson (2000)
for a discussion of this issue and for an equivalence result
between these two types of institutions.
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pin down equilibriumcity sizes to the optimal
level.

(14)

LEMMA 1 [Output per Worker]: In equilibrium, output per worker by firms using processes of typej in city i in a given period is

Substituting(9), (10), (13), and (14) into (11)
and (12) yields maximized operationalprofits
for prototypeand mass-producedgood firms:

/

??

nJxl+

A

pnjx, =\(L

?.

\+1

PROOF:
Total demand for each variety is the sum of
consumer demand, obtained by application of
Roy's identity to (5) and integration over all
consumers,and demandby newly createdfirms,
obtained by application of Shep1hard'sLemma
to their one-off start-up cost, PI'P1- 'F, and
multiplicationby the numberof new firms. The
productmarket-clearingconditions for, respectively, prototypes and mass-produced goods
made with a process of type j in city i are

(15)

(16)

xI = (1-

A)(p)

?

(12)

I
Y

- F)

I

Y.

Demand for labor can be obtained by application of Shephard's Lemma to (1)-(3) and
integration over varieties. The labor marketclearing conditionfor workerswith aptitudej in
city i is then
? ACl
Il = nJ - + ni

aCij

7Tr'=

7Tj =

-

Substituting(4) into (17), rearranging,and dividing by LJ,yields the result.
We can now use this expression for equilibrium output per worker to derive optimal city
size.
LEMMA 2 [Optimal City Size]: Optimal city
size is

?

(p~J-Q)
(Pj

+ pnJxJ).
(IJ)4>(nixJ,

P- 1Y.

pQj)xJ.

(2e +
Maximizing (11) and (12) with respect to
prices, and using (9) and (10), gives the profitmaximizing prices for each prototype and for
each mass-producedgood firm. They are fixed
relative markupsover marginalcosts:

(13)

P -1

O
x'i = til(PO - - IY,

Note thatwe have droppedindex h, since shortrun equilibrium values may vary by city and
type of process/aptitude,but do not vary by
variety. Using (1) and (3), single-periodoperational profits can be written as
(1 1)

I-1

's,

-

(10)

[ f-1?

.11

(17)
(9)

p Qcr-i

Pi

-

1 ;

1)T

PROOF:
For any given sharesof local populationwith
each aptitude,outputper workerin each city, as
derived in Lemma 1, and hence the utility of
residents, are maximized for Li = V.
The size of a city affects its efficiency by
changing the balance between the economies of
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localization and congestion costs. Optimal city
size increases with localization economies, as
measuredby s, and diminisheswith the congestion costs parameter,T. Note that optimal size
for any city is independentof the composition
of its population, and is thus the same for diversified and for specialized cities.12 Note further that this optimal size is finite. With free
entry by competitive profit-maximizingdevelopers into a large urbansystem, if a finite optimal city size exists, the Henry George Theorem
applies.
LEMMA 3 [The Henry George Theorem]: In
equilibrium,all cities achieve optimal size, and
developerstransferall land rents in their city to
local workers,filling the gap between the private and the public marginalproduct of labor.
This is a classic result in urban economics
(Jan Serck-Hanssen, 1969; David A. Starrett,
1974; William S. Vickrey, 1977).13 The intuition behind it is straightforward(see Becker
and Henderson[2000] for a particularlyhelpful
derivation, and Chapter4 in Fujita and Thisse
[2002] for a detailed discussion). Free entry
forces competitive profit-maximizingdevelopers to operateat optimal city size. To attainthis
size they must make transfersthatcover the gap
opened by localization economies between
workers' social and private marginalproducts.
With zero profitsfor developers,total land rents
equal total transfers,and thus arejust enough to
cover that gap.
Before moving on to explore the intertemporal dimension of our framework,it is useful to
consider a static benchmarkwith no learning
stage for firms. In terms of the model, this

12
In our model, a largercity size in itself is not helpful,
but a larger population with a given aptitude is. This is
because aggregateproductionwith any one type of process
is a homogenous of degree e + 1 function of net local labor
of the correspondingaptitude, as can be seen in (17). It
might be more realistic (but less tractable) to have the
intensityof aggregateincreasingreturnsdecreasingwith net
local employment above a given thresholdfor each type of
process. This would yield a larger optimal size for diversified cities than for specialized cities.
13 The best-known version of the Henry George Theorem is associated with local public goods (FrankFlatterset
al., 1974; Joseph E. Stiglitz, 1977; Richard J. Amott and
Stiglitz, 1979).
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would requirethat upon entry every firm knew
its ideal process and that there was no market
for prototypes. In this case nJ=O, and output
per worker, as given in Lemma 1, as well as
developers' profits,will be maximized when all
cities are fully specialized (as in Henderson
[1974] and most subsequentmodels of systems
of cities). In that static framework, diversity
only imposes costs, since adding labor with a
different aptitudeincreases congestion without
fostering localization economies. Learning
changes this, by creatingdynamicadvantagesto
diversity:diversity allows learningfirmsto produce a sequence of prototypes with different
processes without costly relocations. This is a
crucial innovation of this model. It fundamentally affects the equilibrium urban system by
providing a motivation for the coexistence of
diversified and specialized cities and for the
location of production to change over the life
cycle.
III. NurseryCities
Whenever diversified and specialized cities
coexist, diversified cities act as a nursery for
firms by facilitating experimentation.Specialized cities, on the other hand, provide an environmentwhere firms can take full advantageof
lower productioncosts due to localizationeconomies. We now consider a configurationwhere
firms relocate across these two environments
when they find their ideal process. In checking
whetherthis is a steady state, we make sure that
it is in firms' best interest not to relocate at a
different point in time.
Definition 3 [Nursery Configuration]:The
nursery configuration is characterizedas follows. Diversified and specialized cities coexist.
The same proportion of cities specializes in
each type of process. Each new firmlocates in a
diversifiedcity and producesprototypesusing a
different type of production process each period. As soon as a firm finds its ideal production
process, and only then, it relocates to a city
specialized in thatparticulartype of process and
commences mass production.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for
the nursery configurationto be a steady state
turn out to depend on three elements: the
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relative productioncosts in diversifiedand specialized cities, the relative numberof prototype
to mass producers,and the expected durationof
the prototype and mass-productionstages. The
following three lemmas characterize these
components.
A. Relative Costs, Relative Number of Firms,
and Expected Production Periods
To simplifynotation,let us replacesubindexi
withD for diversifiedcity variablesandwith S for
specializedcity variables.Further,denote by ND
the equilibriumnumberof diversifiedcities, and
by Ns the equilibriumnumberof cities specialized
in each of the m types of productionprocesses.
LEMMA 4 [Relative Costs]: Unit production
costs in diversified cities relative to those in
specialized cities are
QD
m?
QS

PROOF:
The unit productioncosts of (2) become

(18)

QD

L*
- (1-

QS= [L*(1-

-

TL*)1WD,
TL*)]-sWs,

when valued in diversifiedcities and in specialized cities respectively. Since, by Lemma 2, all
cities are of size V and thus workers receive
the same transfers everywhere, migration ensures that in steady state, wages are equalized
across cities: WD = ws. Taking the ratio of the
two equations in (18) then yields the result.
By strengtheninglocalization economies, an
increase in the size of each sector present in
each city has a cost-reducingeffect. But it also
has a cost-increasing effect by increasing city
size, worsening congestion, and raising labor
costs. In specialized cities, all firms use the
same type of productionprocess and contribute
to both effects. In diversified cities, however,
only firmsusing the same type of process in any
one period (a fraction 1/m of the total) contribute to localization economies, while all firms
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impose on each other congestion costs.'4 Thus,
a diversified city is a more costly place to produce than a specialized city by a factor m8.
LEMMA 5 [Relative Number of Firms]: The
ratio of the total numberof prototypeproducers
to the total number of mass producers in the
nursery configurationis
NDnD

Nsns

+ (1

b(m + 1)-1
(1-)2[1

-

(1

-

- b)1-l(
)m-

-

28)

2(1-28)]

PROOF:
The probability that a firm following the
nurserystrategyfinds its ideal process in period
t, for 1 ' t ' m - 2, is equal to the probability of such a firm not having closed down,
(1 - b)t, times the probabilitythat the process
it tries in this period is its ideal one, 1/nm.If a
firm following the nurserystrategy gets to produce m - 1 prototypes and remains in operation [which happens with probability (2/m)
(1 - b)m- 1], it leaves the diversified city at
that point since it has eitherjust found its ideal
process or otherwise knows that the only process left to try must be its ideal one. The total
number of firms relocating from diversified to
specialized cities each periodis thereforea fraction [2tt"-=2
- b)t + (21m)(1 (=1m)(1
n)m- 1] of the numberof firms startingup each
period, n'. After simplification, this becomes
I -

82

- 28)]n'.The num( -)n(I
ber of firms arrivingeach period in specialized
cities is a fraction(1 - b) of those thatrelocated
from diversifiedcities the previousperiod, since
a fraction8 closes down in the periodof idleness
that makes relocation costly. With a constant
numberof firms in each city, this quantitymust
also equal the numberof firms closing down in
specializedcities each period,5mNsns:

[1
-(

14
For the sake of symmetry,in steady statetheremust be
the same proportionof firms using each type of process in
each diversifiedcity in any period. Let us suppose that each
firm chooses the order in which to try different processes
randomly.Since thereis a continuumof firms,by the law of
large numbers,symmetry will be attained.
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8)2

-

8m

(19)

[1

(1

-

-

)1-2(1

-2)]n

= 5mNsns.

In steady state, the numberof firmscreatedeach
period must equal the total numberof closures,
which is a fraction 8 of all existing firms:
(20)

n=
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5
| ?
8(NDmnD + 1 8mNsns

+ mNsns).

Eliminatingn'from (19) and (20) yields the result.

ing its idealprocessfixes its location.Thenumber
of periods that thisfinn expectsto spendproducing prototypesin differentspecializedcities is
?
\osc

1

m(2 -

{(1 + in)(2 -

8)252

+ (1 -

-

8)2(n-1)[l

8)8

1

-

2(2 - 8)8]}.

The number of periocls it expects to engage in
mass production in a city where all workers
have the aptitude that corresponds to its icleal
process is

Q can be seen as a measure of how unlikely
{
L\osc
5)52
a firmis to findits idealproductionprocess.Since
in (2 -8)2{-8
firms can engage in mass productiononly once
- 85)5 - 1]}.
+ (1 5)2(in -1)[(3
they learn about their ideal process, whenever
firms are unlikely to find theirideal process, the
numberof prototypeproducersis largerelativeto
PROOF:
the numberof mass producers.Q is a functionof
Since the expected durationof a firm is 1/8,
only two parameters,the numberof types of proand since in the nurseryconfiguration,firmsthat
ductionprocess,m, and the probabilityof a firm
find their ideal process have a probability
closingdown in anyperiod,8. The largereitherof
(1 - 8) of closing while relocating to a city of
these two parameters,the less likely that a firm
the relevant specialization,we have
will see itself through to the mass-production
-

aQ

/og

?

> 0 . Intuitively, if there
> 0 ,
stage ,
are many possibilities for a firm's ideal production process or if the closure rate is high, there
is a large chance that a firm will close down
before it can find its ideal process.

LEMMA 6 [Expected Production Periods]:
The numberof periods that a firmfollowing the
nurseryconfigurationstrategy expects to spend
producing prototypes in a diversifiedcity is
?

5(m + 1)-1I

+ ( 1-

+

(21)
Also,

t

(22) A

t1
=m

(1
rn

5)'11-l( 1 - 25)

+ (In

m82

Thenumberof periodsit expectsto engagein mass
productionin a city where all workershave the
aptitudethatcorrespondsto its idealprocessis

(23)

=osc

8)t1

-

-

,

2
1
ni

)-(

-

t-0(1

-

8)l2,

8)2(t- 1)

t= 1

(1

-

8)2 -

(1 -

8)f..(I - 28)

m82

Now considera firm that insteadlocatesfirst in a
specializedcity, relocatesacross specializedcities
to trydifferentproductionprocesses, and onfind-

mn-

+m

+ n

+ (in

t

(1 -

8)2(t-1)8(2

-1-(1
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(24) AosO
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-1

8)2t
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m~~~~~

- 1

t= 1

Condition 2: Firms switch to mass production
once theyfind their ideal process:
_

m

(

-

_

)2(in-

1)\

/

Expansion and simplification of (22)-(24), together with (21), yields the expressions in the
lemma.

Ie 1)C-

IUQ

Condition 3: Firms stay in diversified cities
until theyfind their ideal process:

To close the model we need to solve for the
me(f-lC 1 +1-8
1-_
general-equilibriumlevel of investment, which
+ 2~
fl
yields the numberof new firms createdeach period. It is particularlyconvenient to use James
Tobin's (1969) q approach.Tobin's q is the ratio
Condition4: Firms do not give up the searchfor
of the value of one unit of capitalto its replace- their ideal process:
mentcost. In steadystate,the general-equilibrium
level of investmentis thatfor which q = 1. The
m8
asset value of a new firmis equalto its expected
m-1 + 8
streamof operationalprofits.The cost of its replacement is the start-upcost. In this context,
x +
Tobin'sq = 1 conditionis thereforeequivalentto
~
m
a conditionof zeroexpectednetprofitsfor firms:15
Condition5: Firms do not searchfor their ideal
process
by relocating across specialized cities:
+ A 1TS
A'D
q=
?
=1.
(25)
P"Pl

"F

We now have everything we need to derive
necessary and sufficientconditionsfor the nursery configurationto be a steady state.
B. Necessary and SufficientConditionsfor
Nursery Cities
PROPOSITION 1 [Nursery Steady State]:
The nursery configuration is a steady state if
and only if the following five conditions are
satisfied.
Condition1: Firms relocate to a specialized city
once theyfind their ideal process:

15
This propertyhas been used in applicationsof Tobin's
q approachto endogenous growth models with monopolistic competition (Richard E. Baldwin and Rikard Forslid,
2000).

?
i\osc

+
i\osc

Z

PROOF:
To ensure that the nurseryconfigurationis a
steady state, we need to check the unprofitability of all possible deviations. This requirescalculating several profitabilityratios. From (15),
(16), and Lemma 4,

(26)

ITS

? =

rTS

-

(QD~

cr-

= m6(

).

In the nursery configuration, there are mnD
prototype producersand no mass producersin
each of the ND diversified cities, and there are
ns mass producersand no prototypeproducers
in each of the mNs specialized cities. Hence,
using (13) and (14), the price indices of (6) and
(7) become
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P=

P=

1 (NDmnD )"(')QD,

P

1 (mNsns)"'(1-ff)Qs.

-

Substituting (27) into (15) and valuing this in
a diversified city, and substituting (28) into
(16) and valuing this in a specialized city,
yields operational profits in the nursery configuration for, respectively, prototype and
mass producers:

?
(29)

KIY

7TD-

?
o(NDmnD)

(30)

(1

=Ts

(33)

-'-

ITS

1TD

1.

3(i-8)

?

(1I-)

+

8TS

-

+

8

2

1 (1

?
-ITD

2

iTS

8)2

8

'irs.

1-

9
7TD

Let us start ruling out possible deviations
from the end of a firm's life cycle. Consider a
firm in a diversified city that knows its ideal
process. It can follow the nursery strategy, relocate to a city of the relevant specialization
and, if it survives the relocation period (which
happens with probability 1 - 8), engage in
mass productionthere for an expected 1/8 period. Alternatively,it could engage in mass production in the diversifiedcity. The latteroption
is not a profitabledeviation if and only if
D

-=

A)
o(mNsns)

definition of Q, yields

(32)

?

I7TD?1

-

Taking the ratio of (30) and (29), and using the

ITS

?

ITS

Using (26) and (31), (33) becomes Condition2.
Conditions 1 and 2 jointly guaranteethat any
firm in a diversified city that knows its ideal
process wants to relocate to a city of the relevant specializationand engage in mass production there.
The next issue is whether a firm located in a
diversifiedcity stays there until it finds its ideal
process. Alternatively,it could relocate from a
diversified to a specialized city after making
m - 2 prototypes without finding its ideal
process, not yet knowing which of the two
remainingprocesses is its ideal one. This is not
profitableif and only if
(34)

(31)
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)

Substituting (26) into (32) and rearranging
yields Condition 1. Another possible deviation
for a firm that knows its ideal process is to
nevertheless keep producing prototypes. But
this is not more profitablethanengaging in mass
production in the same type of city, provided
that

Substituting (26) and (31) into (34) and rearranging yields Condition 3.
There are other possible deviations from the
nurserystrategyfor a firm that initially locates
in a diversifiedcity. A firm could relocate from
a diversified to a specialized city, not just with
two processes left to try, but with any numberof
untried processes between 2 and m - 1. If it
did so and its ideal process did not correspond
to this city's specialization,it could keep trying
to find its ideal process by relocating to other
specialized cities. At some point it could give
up the searchfor its ideal process and remainin
a specialized city producing prototypes, or it
could eventually return to a diversified city.
Appendix B shows that all of these deviations
can be ruled out without imposing any additional parameter constraints on the nursery
steady state beyond those of Conditions 1-5.
The final step is to show that a firm does not
find it profitableto locate initially in a specialized ratherthan in a diversified city. Appendix
B rules out deviationsinvolving relocationfrom
a specialized to a diversified city, or a firm
giving up the search for its ideal process after
producingmore than one prototype.Given this,
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there are only two other possible deviations
from the nurserystrategy.
A firmcouldlocateinitiallyin a specializedcity
andremainthereregardlessof the outcomeof the
firsttrial.If it managesto survivethe firstperiodin
a specializedcity (whichhappenswith probability
1 - 8), it will be able to engage in mass production withprobability1/mor else will keep producing prototypes.This is not a profitabledeviation
from the nurserystrategyif and only if
?

(35)

7Ts+ I1-) J
?

AITJJ+

I wS

-

- +

m-

I

Sl

rM
S.

Substituting(26) and (31) into (35) and rearranging yields Condition4.
The remaining alternative is for a firm to
locate initiallyin a specialized city and to search
for its ideal process solely in specialized cities,
which would mean relocatingfrom one specialized city to anotherbetween prototypesin order
to try different productionprocesses until finding the ideal one, and then staying in a city of
the relevant specialization to engage in mass
production. This is not a profitable deviation
from the nurserystrategy if and only if
?

(36)

??

?

AOSCrTS+ AOSCITS'-- ATD + AITS.

Substituting(26) and (31) into (36) and rearranging yields Condition 5.
Therefore, if Conditions 1-5 are satisfied,
with all firmsfollowing the nurserystrategy,no
firm finds it profitable to deviate from this
strategy.
C. Discussion

Condition 1 says that for a firm to want to
relocate when it finds its ideal process, unit
productioncosts need to be sufficientlylower in
specialized cities so as to make the relocation
cost (8) worth incurring.
Condition2 ensuresthatfirms switch to mass
production as soon as they can. For it to be
satisfied, mass production needs to be sufficiently attractive. The attractiveness of mass
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productionrelative to prototypeproductiondepends on relative costs, relative market sizes
and the relativenumberof compet[(1 - ,u)/,,
itors in each market (Q = NDnmnD/NsmnS).
Condition 3 considers relocation from a diversified to a specialized city by a firm that has
failed to find its ideal process and still has
anothertwo possibilities to try. This firm relocates one period earlier than under the nursery
strategy,and so has a lower probability,1 - 8,
of makingits next prototype.On the otherhand,
if it makes this next prototype,it will do so at a
lower cost. However, it may turn out (with
probability 1/2)that its ideal process is not this
next one but the one it left to try last. Then it has
to relocate once more than under the nursery
strategy, delaying the mass-production stage.
Condition3 is satisfiedwhen mass productionis
comparativelyattractive,when the cost advantage of specialized cities is not too large, and
when (if Condition 4 is satisfied) relocation
costs (as measuredby 8) are not too low.
According to Condition 4, a firm is deterred
from giving up the search for its ideal process
when mass productionis comparativelyattractive. It is also more likely to stick to the nursery
strategy when the additional costs associated
with diversified cities are not too large, and
when the expected numberof periodsproducing
prototypes, A1, and the expected additional
periods engaged in mass productionunder the
nursery strategy, A - (1 - 8)/m8, are large
relative to the expected numberof periods producing prototypes if it only tries one process,
(m - 1 + 8)/m8.
Finally, a firm may considersearchingfor its
ideal process by relocatingfrom one specialized
city to another.Condition5 says thatit must then
takeinto accounta lowerprobabilityof findingits
idealprocessand,conditionalon survival,a longer
expected time before it discovers it. Consequently, this deviation is deterredby a low cost
advantage of specialized cities, and by mass
productionbeing relatively attractive.
On the whole, the nursery strategy can be
seen as a risky investment.Whetherit is worthwhile or not depends on its cost, on the payoff
if successful, and on the likelihood of success.
The nursery strategy is costly because, in a
diversified city, all firms impose congestion
costs on each other, but only those using the
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same type of process create cost-reducing localization economies, and this results in comparatively higher production costs. If the cost
advantage of specialized cities is too large, a
firm may find it worthwhile to produce in
specialized cities before finding its ideal process (Conditions 3-5). On the other hand, if
the cost advantage is too small, a firm may
never want to incur the cost of moving away
from a diversified city (Condition 1). The
payoff to learning is also important, and this
increases with the size of the market for massproduced goods relative to the market for
prototypes [(1 - ,u)/p,u. It also depends on
how crowded each market is, as measured by
the relative number of firms (fQ,which in turn
depends on m and 6). Finally, the likelihood
of a firm finding its ideal process depends on
the number of alternatives (m), and the
chances of closure in any period (8). Figure
1 illustrates the dependence of Conditions
1-5 on m and 6.16 The area where the nursery
configuration is a steady state is shaded in
gray.
A larger value of m makes finding the
ideal production process more difficult for
firms. Consequently, the nursery strategy becomes more attractive than other strategies
that involve relocations while producing
prototypes.17
Regarding 6, a low value of this parameter
makes searching for the ideal process across
specialized cities a less costly alternative
to the nursery strategy (Condition 3 and
downward-sloping portion of Condition 5).
It also implies that, with all firms following
the nursery strategy, a higher proportion of
them will get to the mass-production stage.
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This makes it more attractive for a firm to
deviate and stop looking for its ideal process
(downward-sloping portion of Condition 4),
or to keep on producing prototypes even if it
finds its ideal process (Condition 2). On the
other hand, a high value of 6 makes it unlikely
that a firm makes it to the mass-production
stage. This increases the importance of getting higher operational profits while producing prototypes, encouraging firms to search
for their ideal process across specialized cities (upward-sloping portion of Condition 5)
or discouraging them from searching altogether (upward-sloping portion of Condition
4). It is therefore for intermediate values of 6
that the nurseryconfigurationis a steady state.

IV. Stabilityand Uniqueness
16

For visual clarity, we ignore that m is an integer.
Conditions 1-5 depend only on three parametersother than
m and 6: ,u, s, and o-. Figure 1 is plotted for A = 0.2
(prototypesrepresent20 percent of the market,with massproduced goods accounting for the remaining 80 percent),
? = 0.07 (a 1-percentincrease in the amount of labor with
a certain aptitudenet of commuting costs increases a city's
output from that labor by 1.07 percent), and o- = 4 (firms
mark up marginalcosts by ?3).
17 There are also circumstances (in particular, a very
large share of demand being allocated to prototypes)under
which the increased uncertainty associated with a larger
value of m can deter a firm from trying to find its ideal
process (a violation of Condition 4).

Having derived necessary and sufficient conditions for the nursery configuration to be a
steady state, we now show that it has a number
of desirableproperties.In particular,those same
conditions guarantee the stability and uniqueness of this steady state.
Regarding stability, while mobility ensures
that workers in all cities are equally well off,
there might be configurationswhere this equality can be brokenby a small perturbationin the
spatial distributionof workers.Equilibriumsta-
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bility with respect to such perturbations is
closely related to optimal city size.
PROPOSITION2 [Stability]: The steady state
is stable with respect to small perturbationsin
the spatial distributionof workers.
PROOF:
From Lemmas 1 and 2, local output per
worker, and hence the utility of residents, are
a concave function of city size, which reaches
a global maximum for L = L*. Thus, utility
equalization across cities for workers with the
same aptitude implies that cities of the same
type (diversified cities, or cities with the same
specialization) can be, at most, of two different sizes: one no greater than the optimal size,
L*, and another one no smaller than this.
Taking the derivative of output per worker, as
derived in Lemma 1, with respect to the number of workers of each type in each city,
shows that in a city smaller than optimal size,
a small positive perturbation makes the city
more attractive to workers [and by (18), also
to firms] relative to other cities with a similar
composition. As workers and firms move in,
the size of this city increases. A small negative perturbation has the opposite effect of
pushing more and more workers and firms
away from such a city. By contrast, in a city
no smaller than the optimal size, a small
positive perturbation makes the city less attractive, while a small negative perturbation
makes the city more attractive to workers and
firms. Consequently, stability requires that all
cities of the same type are of the same size,
and that no city is smaller than L*. Lemma 3
ensures that these two conditions are satisfied.
PROPOSITION 3 [Uniqueness]: Whenever
the nursery configurationis a steady state, it is
the unique steady state.
PROOF:
Suppose that the nursery configurationis a
steady state-Conditions 1-5 are satisfied-and
consider any candidatefor a second steady state
where at least some fraction of firms does not
follow the nursery strategy. Let us use a' to
distinguish variables under this candidate
steady statefrom those thatapply when all firms
follow the nursery strategy. Denote by A and

DECEMBER2001

1 - A the fractions of prototypeproducerslocated in diversified and specialized cities respectively. Condition 1 ensures that every mass
producerfixes its location in a specialized city
regardlessof the strategiesof otherfirms.Recall
that the nurserystrategyinvolves no relocations
while a firm searches for its ideal process. A
firmcould also avoid relocatingwhile searching
for its ideal process by fixing its location in a
specialized city from the beginning. However,
Condition 4 ensures that in this case a firm
expects to engage in mass productionfor fewer
periods than if it follows the nursery strategy
regardless of what other firms do. Thus, given
that the total expected duration of firms is a
constant 1/6, subject to mass productiontaking
place in specializedcities as guaranteedby Condition 1, the fraction of a firm's total duration
devoted to mass production is maximized by
following the nursery strategy. Consequently,
with Conditions 1 and 4 satisfied, any steady
state where at least some fraction of firms does
not follow the nurserystrategymust be characterized by a higher ratio of prototype to mass
producersthan the nursery steady state: Q' >
Q. In this candidatefor a second steady state,
just like in the nursery steady state, by (15),
(16), and Lemma 4,

(37)

?

-

,

-

ms(o

1)

WD

However, from (6), (7), and (13)-(16),

(38)

=

Q'[A + ( 1 -A)m

By following step by step the proof of Proposition 1, we can derive a set of five conditions
for the nursery strategy to provide the highest
expected profits for any individual firm under
this candidatefor a second steady state, and thus
for the nurserystrategyto be a profitabledeviation for any firm not already following it.
These conditions are entirely analogousto Conditions 1-5 but with fl replaced by Q'[A +
( 1 - A)m--(a- l)], since the only difference is
that the profitabilityratio in equation (38) re-
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places the one in (31). Given that fl' > fl and
that [A + (1 - X)m'(u- l)] > 1, if Conditions
1-5 are satisfied, it is optimal for every firm to
follow the nursery strategy regardless of what
other firmsdo. Hence, the nurseryconfiguration
is the unique steady state.
The expected time it takes to find the ideal
process is minimized by sticking to a diversified city while trying different processes.
Condition 1 ensures that mass production always takes place in specialized cities because
production costs are sufficiently lower. Thus,
in steady state, if at least some fraction of
firms is not following the nursery strategy,
there will be relatively fewer firms engaged in
mass production, and getting to be one of
them will be even more attractive. Hence, if
the nursery strategy is optimal when all other
firms are following it as well (as guaranteed
by Conditions 1-5), then this strategy makes
even more sense when some fraction of
firms is not following it. Consequently the
nursery strategy is a profitable deviation
from any other configuration. This results in
uniqueness.
While our main resultscan be rederivedwithout competitive developers, the uniqueness result of Proposition3 does rely on theirpresence.
This is because, when Conditions 1-5 are satisfied, everyone prefersto have both diversified
and specialized cities. However, in the absence
of land developers, configurations with only
diversified or only specialized cities could also
be equilibria,simply because there would be no
coordinatingmechanism to create cities of the
other type.18 Yet, even in this case, the nursery
18
Similarly, equilibriumcity sizes could be above optimal size because of a coordination failure preventing an
increasein the numberof cities. Note that if Conditions 1-5
are not satisfied in equilibrium,there may be only diversified or only specialized cities even without a coordination
failure. The discussion paper version of this paper characterizes these alternativeequilibria.

1471

configurationwould unambiguouslyprovide a
higher level of welfare than configurationswith
only diversified or with only specialized cities
(see the discussion paper version of this paper,
Duranton and Puga [2000b] for a formal
proof).19It would thus be naturalto expect the
emergenceof some mechanismfor city creation
that would act as a coordinatingdevice. Such a
mechanism,like competitive developers, would
restore uniqueness.
V. Concluding Remarks

In the empiricalliteratureand economicpolicy
discussionsabout which are the best urbaneconomic structures,the debate has been mostly
framedin termsof diversityversusspecialization,
as if the answerwas one or the other.This paper
suggestsinsteadthatboth diversifiedand specialized urbanenvironmentsareimportantin a system
of cities. There is a role for each type of local
economicenvironmentbut at differentstagesof a
product'slife cycle. Diversified cities are more
suitedto the earlystages of a product'slife cycle,
whereasmorespecializedplaces arebetterto conductmassproductionof fully developedproducts.
A "balanced"urbansystem may thus not be one
where all cities are equallyspecializedor equally
diversified,but one where both diversifiedand
specializedcities coexist. In such a system, some
cities specialize in churningnew ideas and new
products (which requires a diversified base),
whereasothercities specializein more standardized production(which, in turn,is bettercarried
out in a more specializedenvironment).For manufacturingand services, unlike for agriculture,
"sowing"and"reaping"can takeplace in different
locations.

19

The discussion paper version only introduces competitive developers at the very end, so the interested
reader can find there our main results rederived without
developers.
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APPENDIX A: UNIT COSTS AS INTERMEDIATE PRICES

Here we derive from firstprinciplesthe reduced-formcost functionspresentedin the text. Suppose
thereare m monopolisticallycompetitiveintermediateservice sectors. Each of these sectors employs
workerswith one of the m possible aptitudesto produce differentiatedvarieties. The cost function
of a sectorj intermediatefirm producingvariety g in city i is
CSj(g) = [a + Pyfi(g)]w;,

(Al)

where y$i(g) denotes the firm's output. The expression in parenthesisis the unit labor requirement,
which has both a fixed and a variable component.Thus, there are increasingreturnsto scale in the
productionof each variety of intermediates.
Eachof the m types of productionprocessfor final-goodfirms(whetherprototypeor mass producers)
correspondsto the use as inputsof servicesfromone of the m intermediatesectors.Intermediateservices
arenontradable
acrosscities. All potentialvarieties(only some of whichwill be producedin equilibrium)
enter symmetricallyinto the technology of final-goodfirms with a constantelasticity of substitution
(8 + 1)I?.The cost functionof a final-goodfirmproducingprototypeh, using a processof typej, in city
i is
CQ(h) = Qlixli(h)

(A2)

and that of a final-good firm mass producinggood h, which uses a process of type j, in city i is
Ci(h) = pQiix1i(h),

(A3)

where

J [qj(g)]-is

QJ=

(A4)

dgj

< p < 1, 8 > 0, and qli(g) is the price of variety g of intermediatesectorj producedin city i.
Demand for each intermediatevariety is the sum of demandby prototypeproducersand demand
by mass producers,obtained by applicationof Shephard'sLemma to (A2) and (A3), respectively,
and integrationover final-good firms.The market-clearingcondition for each intermediatevarietyis
then:
0

/

?

(A5)

?

+ n.

?

-(s+

d

1)/s

(n?O +

'Ex)

where prices qV still need to be replaced by their profit-maximizingvalues, and we have dropped
index g since all variablestake identical values for all intermediatefirmsin the same sector and city.
The profit-maximizingprice for each intermediateis a fixed relative markupover marginalcost:
(A6)

qj =(8+)+

)wi.

Free entry and exit in intermediates drives maximized profits to zero. From the zero-profit
condition, the only level of output in intermediatesconsistent with zero profits is
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a
Y=

(A7)

Demand for labor can be obtained by applicationof Shephard'sLemma to (Al) and integration
over varieties. Using (A7), the labor market-clearingcondition becomes

acs

(A8)

l== sy]

.

=sajs

s[a +

+1
?

where st is the equilibriumnumberof sectorj intermediatefirms in city i.
By choice of units of intermediate output, we can set ,B = (s1a)8(s + 1)-(
(A6), the price indices of (A4) simplify into
(A9)

Q [-s
=

]

(qi)

= (PI)

+

l).

Using (A8) and

?WJ

Equations(A2), (A3), and (A9) are the reduced-formcost functionsof equations(1)-(3) in the main
text.
APPENDIX B: FURTHER DEVIATIONS FROM THE NURSERY STRATEGY

This Appendix describes furtherdeviations from the nurserystrategybesides those directlyruled
out by Conditions 1-5, and shows that these do not impose additionalparameterconstraintson the
nurserysteady state.
A firm that has been producingprototypesin a diversified city without finding its ideal process
could relocate to a specialized city, not just with two processes left to try (which is ruled out by
Condition 3), but with any numbert of untriedprocesses for 2 ? t ? m - 1. If it did so and its
ideal process did not correspondto this city's specialization,this firm could keep trying to find its
ideal process by relocating to other specialized cities, it could at some point give up the search for
its ideal process and remainin a specialized city producingprototypes,or it could eventuallyreturn
to a diversifiedcity. Denote by A (t) the expectedremainingperiods of prototypeproductionfor this
prototype producerwith t untried processes if it continues to follow the nursery strategy, which
results from replacingm by t in A , as defined by Lemma 6. Similarly, denote by A(t) the expected
numberof periods of mass productionif it continues to follow the nursery strategy, which results
from replacingm by t in A. Thus, the expected profitsfor this firm over its remainingoperatinglife
if it continues to follow the nurserystrategy are A (t) rD + A(t) s. If instead this firm relocates
to a specialized city where all firms are using a type of process it has not yet tried, and stays there
whatever happens,its expected profits over its remainingoperatinglife are

W1-8(1s

+ (1+

5) [ 1 r

-1Ts

Using (26) and (31), these are no greaterthanthe expectedprofitsof continuingto follow the nursery
strategy if and only if
(BI)

ms

1)(1-~

)(t -1

?+ )

L(t)

+

A(t)

M

)

A

If Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied, the right-handside of (B 1) is decreasingin t: if a firm is to give
up the search for its ideal process, it prefers to do so as early as possible. Hence, we only need to
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check that (B 1) is satisfied for t = m - 1. But, if Condition 1 is satisfied, locating in a diversified
city for just one period and then relocating permanently to a specialized city is dominated by
permanentlocation in a specialized city, which is ruled out by Condition4. We also show below that
Conditions 1 and 3-5 rule out strategiesthat involve relocating from a specialized to a diversified
city. Thus, the only remainingpossibility for a firm thatrelocates from a diversifiedto a specialized
city before finding its ideal process is to relocate across specialized cities until it finds its ideal
process, and then engage in mass production.Denote by A osc(t) the expected remainingperiods of
prototypeproductionif it does this, conditional on remainingin operationafter the first relocation,
which result from replacingm by t in A osc. Similarly, denote by Aosc (t) the expected periods of
mass production,which results from replacing m by t in Aosc. Thus, the expected profits over its
remaining operating life for a firm that relocates from a diversified to a specialized city not yet
knowing which of the t processes it has not yet triedis its ideal one, with the intentionof findingthis
?

by relocating across cities of different specialization, is (1 -

9

8)[A0osc(t) 7ns + Aosc(t) ws] This

is not a profitabledeviation from the nursery strategy if and only if
(

(B2)

[A OSC(t)7Ts + A OSC(t)Ts] ? i(t)7TD + A (t) sW

-8)

Substituting(26) and (31) into (B2) and rearrangingyields
A(t)

(B3)

m

A(t)

-

(1

-

-

)AOSC(t)

)AOSC(t) 1-

'?

(1-

(1

)iAosc(t)

Condition4 implies 8 < 0.5. And, with 8 < 0.5, dependenceof the right-handside of (B3) on t is
such that, if it is satisfied for t = 2 (which is guaranteed by Condition 4) and for t = m - 1 (which

is guaranteedby Condition5), then it is satisfiedfor all 2 ? t ? m - 1. Thus Conditions 1-5 rule
out any deviations involving relocationfrom a diversifiedto a specialized city before a firm finds its
ideal process.
Let us turnto deviationsinvolving initial location in a specialized city beyond those directlyruled
out by Conditions 4 and 5. A firm locating initially in a specialized city could search for its ideal
process by relocating across specialized cities for up to its first t prototypesand, if it has not found
its ideal process by then and is still in operation,relocate to a diversifiedcity and follow the nursery
strategythereafter.The expected lifetime profits of a firm following this deviation are
(B4)

- (1 - 8)2t] ?

t l(l-)[1
mt((

+

m-

t(2

-

t

-1

(

S +

8)82
(1

(2

8)

)8

(1 + t)(2 - 8)8 - 1 + (1 - )2t[1 - (2 - 8)8]
t(2 - 8)282

?

?

+ (1-

8)2t(/\(m

TS

?

-t)1rD

+ A(m -t)

TS).

With Conditions 1, 4, and 5 satisfied, this expression is no greaterthan the left-hand side of (36),
which in turn is no greaterthan the expected profits of a firm following the nurserystrategy.This
is thereforenot a profitabledeviation.
This brings us back to the deviation mentionedabove but not formally discussed, in which a firm
follows the nursery strategy for some periods, if unsuccessful continues the search for its ideal
process in specialized cities for some periods, and if still unsuccessful comes back to the nursery
strategy.The expected profitsfor such a firmfrom the point at which it firstdeviates from the nursery
strategyare the result of replacingm in (B4) by the numberof processes the firms has not yet tried
at thatpoint, replacingt by the numberof processes it intendsto try if necessaryin specialized cities,
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and multiplyingthe resultby 1 - 8. But, if Conditions 1 and 3-5 are satisfied,this is no greaterthan
the left-hand side of (B2), which in turn we have already shown is no greater than the expected
profits of continuing to follow the nursery strategy. So Conditions 1 and 3-5 guaranteethat this
deviation is not profitableeither.
This also eliminates all other deviations involving location in diversifiedcities after some periods
of prototypeproductionin specialized cities. Given the strategyof otherfirms,the profitabilityof any
strategyonly depends on a firm's currentlocation and, if it does not know its ideal process, on how
many possibilities there are left. Deviations that result from replacingthe nurserystrategyfor some
other strategy after moving from a specialized to a diversified city are therefore covered by the
conditions derived so far.
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